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Technical Information

Scientific and technical information in this presentation about the Caucharí-Olaroz Project has

been reviewed and approved by Ernie Burga, a qualified person under NI 43-101. Further

information about the Caucharí-Olaroz Project, including a description of key assumptions,

parameters and methods relating to resources and reserves, factors that may affect those

estimates, and details regarding development and the mine plan for the project, will be

available in an NI 43-101 technical report of Lithium Americas to be filed on SEDAR by no later

than May 15, 2017. For further information about the Lithium Nevada project (formerly Kings

Valley project) including a description of resources thereunder and applicable data verification

matters, please refer to the NI 43-101 technical report of Lithium Americas dated May 31, 2016

and entitled “Independent Technical Report for the Lithium Nevada Property, Nevada, USA”,

available on SEDAR.

Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation contains “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable

Canadian securities legislation, and “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the

United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (collectively referred to as

“forward-looking information”). All statements, other than statements of historical fact, may be

forward-looking information. Forward looking information can be identified by the use of

statements that include words such as "anticipate", "plan", "continue", "estimate", "expect",

"exceed", "may", "will", "project", "predict", “propose”, "potential", "targeting", "exploring",

“scheduled”, “implementing”, "intend", "could", "might", "should", "believe" and similar words or

expressions. Information provided in this presentation is necessarily summarized and may not

contain all available material information.

Many aspects of this presentation rely on the expectation of the Company that the Bangchak

and Ganfeng investment transactions will be completed in April, 2017. Of particular note, LAC

is relying on these transactions to provide the necessary financing for LAC to approve

commencement of construction of Caucharí-Olaroz in 1H 2017, which in turn would support

assumptions on production commencing in 2019 and related financial performance flowing

from those timings. The completion of the investment transactions remains subject to

conditions, including finalization of commercial agreements and Chinese government

approvals.

Additional forward-looking information in this presentation includes, but is not limited to: timing

and results of an updated development plan at Caucharí-Olaroz to increase production

capacity to 50,000 tpa of lithium carbonate; the targeted date for construction in the first half of

2017; the targeted date for production to commence in 2019; the financial estimates for the

Stage 1 feasibility study, including capital and operating costs, NPV and IRR, EBITDA;

estimation of mineral resources and mineral reserves; admitting and results of additional

development studies on the Lithium Nevada Project.

Forward-looking information expresses, as at the date of this presentation, plans, estimates,

forecasts, projections, expectations, or beliefs of management as to future events or results. All

such forward-looking information is based on certain assumptions, estimates, expectations,

analyses and opinions made by management in light of their experience and perception of

historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments, as well as other factors

management believes are appropriate in the circumstances. Assumptions upon which such

forward-looking information is based include, without limitation: long term pricing and demand

growth for lithium products; a stable and supportive legislative and regulatory environment for

mining development in Argentina and Nevada; the impact of increasing competition; current

technological trends; constraints on the increase in supply of lithium carbonate by other

producers and potential producers; costs of development and production; anticipated results of

exploration and development activities; a cordial business relationship between Lithium

Americas and SQM for the Caucharí-Olaroz project; Lithium America’s ability to operate in a

safe and effective manner; and ability to obtain financing on reasonable terms. Readers are

cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive.

Lithium Americas' actual results, programs and financial position could differ materially from

those anticipated in such forward-looking information as a result of numerous factors, risks and

uncertainties, many of which are beyond Lithium Americas' control. These include, but are not

limited to: possible variations in mineral resource and reserve estimates; recovery rates; lithium

prices; changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined; legislative changes that

impact the operations in which Lithium Americas conducts business; results of exploration

activities and development of mineral properties; interpretation of geological data; receipt and

security of mineral property titles; failure of plant, equipment or processes to operate as

anticipated; accidents; labour disputes; the inability to obtain key personnel and parts related to

operations; receipt of licenses to conduct mining activities; environmental liabilities and risks

inherent in the development and production of Lithium Americas' properties; cost overruns or

unanticipated costs and expenses; the availability of funds; currency fluctuations; general

market and industry conditions; competition; and delays in obtaining governmental and

regulatory approvals, as well as those factors more fully described under the heading “Risk

Factors” in Lithium Americas’ annual information form and most recently filed management

discussion & analysis available on SEDAR. There can be no assurance that forward-looking

information will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially

from those anticipated in such information. Accordingly, readers are cautioned not to place

undue reliance on forward-looking information. Lithium Americas does not intend, and

expressly disclaims any obligation to, update any forward-looking information whether as a

result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as, and to the extent required by,

applicable securities laws.
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INTRODUCTION AND CORPORATE 

UPDATE

TOM HODGSON, CEO
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Cauchari Testing Ponds

Cauchari Camp Facilities

Team in Atacama

LITHIUM AMERICAS – WHO ARE WE?

Lithium Americas is an emerging low-cost lithium

producer focused on a low-risk path to production

• Advancing a world-class lithium project. Moving forward the 

permitted and construction-ready Caucharí-Olaroz lithium brine 

project in Argentina. 

• Partnered with the largest lithium brine producer. Uniquely 

partnered with SQM in a 50/50 JV to build and operate the 

Caucharí-Olaroz project. 

• Full construction targeted for H1 2017. Stage 1 Feasibility 

Study (25,000 tpa1) supports operating costs of US$2,495/t of 

battery-grade lithium carbonate produced. Construction of Stage 

1, US$425 million capex (100% basis before VAT), is targeted to 

commence in the first half of 2017. 

• Strategic financings announced. Ganfeng Lithium and 

Bangchak Petroleum have announced two strategic investments 

of debt and equity totaling US$286 million. 

• Significant organic growth potential in Nevada. Actively 

advancing the Lithium Nevada project with a new, highly skilled 

technical team focused on innovative processes to produce 

lithium hydroxide from clay.

4

Note: LAC and SQM are pursuing a 50,000 tpa development plan with the production infrastructure scaleable to

a production capacity of 50,000 tpa of lithium carbonate.
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ASSET PORTFOLIO

Lithium Americas is focused on advancing its Caucharí-

Olaroz project in Argentina and Lithium Nevada project 

in the United States

Lithium Americas Corp.

• Publicly-traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX: LAC). 

• Headquartered in Vancouver, BC.

Caucharí-Olaroz

• Owned through a 50/50 joint venture company, Minera Exar S.A., 

with partner, SQM.

• Headquartered in Jujuy, Argentina, with over 85 employees.

• Stage 1 construction targeted for H1 2017 with start of production in 

2019.

Reno

Vancouver

Toronto

Jujuy
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Lithium Nevada

• 100%-owned, headquartered in Reno, Nevada.

• Largest NI 43-101 lithium resource in North America.

• Actively focused on innovative processes to produce lithium hydroxide from clay.

RheoMinerals

• 100%-owned, headquartered in Reno.

• Produces rheology modifiers for oil-based drilling fluids, coatings and specialty chemicals.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
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Symbol TSX – LAC; OTCQX – LACDF 

Shares Outstanding1,2 428.1 million

52 Week Range C$0.44 - C$1.26

Share Price

(April 21, 2017)
C$0.93

Average Daily 

Volume
1.5 million (3-month average)

Market Cap2 C$402 million

Cash2 US$88 million

Debt2
US$205 million available

(fully undrawn)

Enterprise Value2 US$210 millionLargest

Shareholders2

Ganfeng Lithium – 17.5%

Bangchak Petroleum (BCP) – 16.4%

Geologic Resource Partners – 7.5%

Management & Directors - 4.6%
1 Excluding: 

15.3 million options outstanding;

1.9 million RSUs and DSUs outstanding; and

9.0 million warrants outstanding
2 Proforma including strategic investments by Ganfeng Lithium and 

Bangchak Petroleum.

Research 

Coverage

Cormark Securities

Dundee Securities

Canaccord Genuity

Source: Thomson Reuters, Company Reports

Twelve Month Share Price
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ JV WITH SQM

In March 2016, Lithium Americas entered a strategic 50/50 JV with

SQM to develop and operate the Caucharí-Olaroz project

Leverages SQM’s technical expertise. SQM is the largest producer of lithium

brines with over 20 years experience operating and expanding its world-class

Atacama project in Chile.

Provides a lower risk development approach. SQM’s operating expertise

combines with Lithium Americas’ well-established government and community

relations in Argentina.

Protected by a strong JV agreement. The JV is governed by a Shareholders

Agreement which provides Lithium Americas and SQM with:

I. Equal representation on its Management Committee.

II. Unanimous approval on budgets and timing of expenditures.

III. The right to each buy 50% of the project’s production.

*Jujuy Energía y Minería Sociedad del Estado (JEMSE), a Jujuy 

government owned company, has a right to an 8.5% interest in 

the JV.

*

CAUCHARI-OLAROZ

PROJECT
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STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS BY GANFENG & BANGCHAK

In January 2017, Ganfeng Lithium and Bangchak Petroleum announced two strategic investments in Lithium Americas 

totaling US$286 million through a combination of debt and equity

• Minimizes dilution for existing shareholders. Financing

package to help fund construction of the Caucharí-Olaroz project

with up to 70% of the strategic financings in the form of debt.

• Flexible debt facility from two largest shareholders. On 

closing, Ganfeng Lithium and Bangchak Petroleum will own 

17.6% and 16.4% of Lithium Americas’ common shares, 

respectively, and each will be entitled to a seat on Lithium 

Americas’ board of directors.

• Attractive terms to fund Stage 1 construction. The debt 

facility has a six year term with an interest rate on the amount 

drawn of 8.0% increasing to 8.5% in year four, 9.0% in year five, 

and 9.5% in year six and fully repayable at any time.

• Offtake at market price. The offtake agreements allow Ganfeng

Lithium and Bangchak Petroleum to purchase up to 95% of

Stage 1 production from Caucharí-Olaroz at market price.

Ganfeng Lithium Bangchak Petroleum Total

Equity Investment $49 million $32 million $81 million

Shares Issued (at C$0.85/share) 75 million 50 million 125 million

Project Debt Facility $125 million $80 million $205 million

Offtake (Stage 1) 80%1 15% 95%

All figures in US$.
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WHO IS GANFENG LITHIUM?
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• Established in 2000 in Jiangxi Province, China, Ganfeng Lithium 

produces lithium carbonate, lithium hydroxide, lithium metals, 

butyl lithium and number of other lithium compounds.

• Ganfeng Lithium is listed on the Shenzen Stock Exchange (SHZ:

002460) with a market capitalization of around US$5 billion.

• Ganfeng is vertically integrated with a 43.1% interest in the Mt. 

Marion spodumene project in Australia.

• With the start of Mt. Marion in 2017, Ganfeng Lithium is 

expected to increase lithium carbonate equivalent production 

from 30,000 tpa to 60,000 tpa and be within the top four lithium 

producers globally.

Ganfeng Lithium is China’s largest fully integrated lithium company
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WHO IS BANGCHAK PETROLEUM?

Bangchak Petroleum is a global emerging leader in the

green energy industry

• Bangchak Petroleum’s core business - petroleum refining -

spans procurement of crude oil from domestic and overseas

sources to refining it into various standard products.

• Bangchak Petroleum’s production capacity is 120,000 barrels

per day with distribution of its refined products to over 1,000

retail stations around the country.

• The company’s strategy is to grow its green energy business,

including solar power and biofuel production and distribution.

• Bangchak Petroleum is headquartered in Bangkok and is

publicly listed on the Thailand Stock Exchange (TSE: BCP) with

market capitalization of approximately THB 46.5 billion (US$ 1.3

billion).
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THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM

Lithium Americas has put together a highly qualified team 

with a focus on Argentina, lithium and capital markets

Deep experience across management team

• Average industry and relevant experience of over 20 years. 

Strong technical and industry background.

Long track record in Argentina

• Assembled local team in Jujuy responsible for community 

relations, environmental approvals and receiving full permits. 

• Developed Caucharí-Olaroz from exploration stage.

Leveraging SQM’s operating expertise

• Partnered with the largest and lowest cost lithium producer from 

brines.

|  TSX: LAC 11

TOM HODGSON 

CEO

• Over 30 years experience in senior management. 

• MBA from Queen’s University in Kingston, Canada.

JOHN KANELLITSAS 

PRESIDENT

• Over 20 years experience in finance.

• MBA from UCLA and BS Mechanical Engineering Michigan 

State.

MYRON MANTERNACH

EVP FINANCE & CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT

• Over 20 years experience in finance.

• MBA from the Wharton School of the University of 

Pennsylvania.

FRANCO MIGNACCO

PRESIDENT OF MINERA EXAR

• Business leader in Jujuy, Argentina.

• MBA from San Andres University, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

DAVID DEAK

CTO & PRESIDENT OF LITHIUM NEVADA CORP

• Previously at Tesla Motors Inc.

• D.Phil. In Materials Science from Oxford University .
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THE INDEPENDENT BOARD

Lithium Americas focus is on a low risk strategy to reach 

production and maximize shareholder value

Board with diverse industry experience

• Background in mining, accounting and construction. 

• Argentine directors – Gabriel Rubacha and Franco Mignacco -

provide strong local connections.

Pursuing a low-risk approach to development

• Partnered with SQM in a 50/50 JV to leverage SQM’s operating 

expertise in brines. 

• Strong JV agreement in place to reduce Lithium Americas’ 

financing and development risk.

Closely aligned with shareholders

• Management and board own 4.6% of Lithium Americas’ 

common shares1.

Note: (1) Subject to close of Bangchak Petroleum and Ganfeng strategic investments. 

See “Cautionary Statement – Forward Looking Statements”. 
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GEORGE IRELAND

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

• 35 years of experience in the resource sectors. 

• Founder, Chief Investment Officer, and Portfolio Manager at 

Geologic Resource Partners.

GABRIEL RUBACHA

• 25 years of professional engineering and construction experience. 

• Working with Techint Engineering and Construction.

JOHN MACKEN

• Former President of Ivanhoe Mines. 

• Former Senior VP at Freeport McMoran Copper and Gold.

LENARD F. BOGGIO

• Former audit partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

• Current Chair of the CICA.

NICOLE ADSHEAD-BELL

• Geologist with over 20 years experience in capital markets. 

• Director of Mining Research at Sun Valley Gold LLC.
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RHEOMINERALS INC

RheoMinerals Inc. manufactures organoclay products used in complex 

oil and gas exploration, animal feed, environmental, specialty chemical 

applications (e.g. rheology additives for coatings) and other 

applications. Serves global markets with products currently being 

shipped to customers in the US, Mexico, Brazil, Thailand, China, 

Russia and Ukraine.
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ARGENTINA’S TURN AROUND

Improved business conditions with President Macri

• Abolished export duties and trade controls.

• Eliminated exchange rate and capital controls.

• Settled outstanding claims from 2003 default.

• Fast-track process to join the Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development. 

Argentina increasing support for mining investments

• Improving mining jurisdiction e.g., Cerro Negro, etc.

• Removed 5-10% export duty on commodities (including lithium).

Tax amnesty program to invest in infrastructure

• Program to attract an estimated US$500 billion.

• Launched of Renewable Energy Plan that is expected to attract 

US$15 billion in investment. 
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Mauricio Macri

President of Argentina

Week 1

Abolishes key export duties 

and import controls

April 2016

Settles claims from 2003 

default and completes 

oversubscribed debt raise

Week 2

Eliminates exchange rate 

and capital controls

December 2015

President Macri and new 

government takes office

February 2017

President Macri approval rating 

reaches a six month high
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LITHIUM MARKET UPDATE

In 2016, lithium prices rose over 300% in China, with 

contract prices from existing producers rising to over 

$12,000/t LCE

• Lithium demand rising rapidly as Tesla/Panasonic, Foxconn, LG 

Chem, BYD, CATL, Boston Power and others build new battery 

capacity. 

• New supply of low-cost lithium constrained by political, capital, 

technical and environmental issues, with new projects either failing 

or slow to ramp-up. 

• Lithium demand is expected to triple by 2025 driven by battery 

applications, specifically electric vehicles (EV). 

• Deutsche Bank expects the lithium market to grow from 184,000 

tpa of of lithium carbonate in 2015 to 534,000 tpa of of lithium 

carbonate by 2025.
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Recent Lithium Price In China

Lithium Demand Expected To Triple By 2025
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POTENTIAL NEW LITHIUM SUPPLY

Caucharí-Olaroz is one of the few brine projects, using a conventional solar 

evaporation process, with permits in place and funded to production

|  TSX: LAC 16

Project Operator Location Type Financed Permits
Conventional 

Process

Produce 

End Product

Initial 

Production 

(000tpa LCE)

Construction / Ramp Up

Olaroz Orocobre (66.5%) Argentina Brine ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 17.5

Atacama (LN2) Albemarle Chile Brine ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 20

Mt Cattlin Galaxy Australia Spodumene ✓ ✓ ✓ 16

Mt Marion
Mineral Resources (43%) /

Ganfeng Lithium (43%)
Australia Spodumene ✓ ✓ ✓ 27

Quebec NAL Canada Spodumene ✓ ✓ 20

Total 101

Feasibility Stage

Caucharí-Olaroz (1) LAC (50%) / SQM (50%) Argentina Brine ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 25 (1)

Whabouchi Nemaska Canada Spodumene ✓ ✓ 28

Rincon Enirgi Argentina Brine ✓ 50

Pilgangoora Altura Australia Spodumene ✓ 32

Sal de Vida Galaxy Argentina Brine ✓ ✓ ✓ 25

Pilgangoora Pilbara Australia Spodumene ✓ 48

Total 208

PEA / PFS / Pilot Stage

Centenario-Ratones ERAMET Argentina Brine 20

Sal de los Angeles Lithium X (80%) Argentina Brine ✓ ✓ 15

Lithium Nevada LAC USA Clay ✓ -

Sonora Bacanora Mexico Clay ✓ 35

Jadar Rio Tinto Serbia Jadarite 20

Rose Critical Elements Canada Spodumene ✓ ✓ 27

Total 117

(1) An updated feasibility study is expected in early 2017 and is modelled on an initial 

stage of 25,000 tpa of lithium carbonate scaleable to 50,000 tpa of lithium carbonate. 

See “Cautionary Statement”. Source: SNL, Street Estimates, Company Reports.
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HIGHLIGHTS

The next lithium producer from 

brine 

• Construction on track to start H1 2017

• Production in 2019

• 2017 DFS supports production at low-end 

of cost curve (<US$2,500/t)

Following a low-risk 

development approach

• Partnered with two of the four 

largest lithium producers – including 

the largest lithium producer from 

brine, SQM.

1

3 Experienced team focused on 

maximizing long-term 

shareholder value

• Assembled talented technical and 

financial team with experience in 

lithium industry and capital markets

4

Unlocking value in a large, 

clay-based resource in Nevada

• Actively focused on innovative 

processes to produce lithium 

hydroxide from clay

2
ARGENTINA NEVADA

RISK TEAM
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CAUCHARI-OLAROZ STAGE 1 DFS

ALEXI ZAWADZKI, VP PROGRAMS 
DEVELOPMENT
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ LITHIUM 

PROJECT

Caucharí-Olaroz is located on an international highway 

with access to power, water, and a large local labour 

force

Located in Jujuy, Argentina

• Large property package ~ 70,000 ha.

• Close proximity to current producers (ORE, FMC, SQM, 

ALB).

Near excellent infrastructure

• Natural gas pipeline - 50 km.

• Paved highway – 270 km to SQM’s Atacama project.

• Deep sea port - 550 km.

• Access to fresh water. 

APRIL 2017  |
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ LITHIUM 

PROJECT (CONT.)

Working closely with local communities

• Economic benefits agreements with 6 local communities.

• Emphasis on local employment.

• Minera Exar Jujuy and field office staff ramping up (over 

40).

• Construction staff est. at 1,200 workers.

• Operations staff. Est. at 260 workers.

Support from Argentine government

• Permitted for construction and operation.

• Received letter of support from Jujuy government in March 

2017 reaffirming the EIS from 2012.

Apri l  2017  |

10 km
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ CONVENTIONAL PROCESS

21

Pump lithium 
brine from the 

salar

Use solar evaporation to 
concentrate lithium brine 

in shallow ponds

Process 
concentrated 

lithium brine in 
a plant   

Ship lithium 
carbonate

Design by experience

• SQM engineering staff developing design and execution planning.

• Process is based on SQM’s 20 years+ experience operating in the Atacama.

• Infrastructure and plant designed to scale production capacity to 50,000 tpa of battery-grade lithium carbonate1.

Note: The March 2017 updated feasibility study is modelled on an initial stage of 25,000 tpa of lithium carbonate. LAC and SQM are pursuing a 50,000 tpa development plan and 

much of the production infrastructure is scaleable to a production capacity of 50,000 tpa of lithium carbonate.

All figures on a 100% project equity basis unless otherwise noted.
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*

Stage 1 DFS Results (100% basis)

March 2017

Average annual production 25,000 tpa battery-grade Li2CO3

Project life 40 years

Proven & probable

reserves
1.5 million tonnes LCE at 698 mg/L Li 

Construction capital costs $425 million (before VAT)

Operating costs $2,495 / t Li2CO3

Lithium carbonate price 

assumption
$12,000/t battery-grade Li2CO3

Average EBITDA $233 million

After-Tax Economics

$803 million NPV10% , $1.1 BB NPV8%

28.4% IRR

3.4 year payback

CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ STAGE 1 FEASIBILITY STUDY

Note: The March 2017 updated feasibility study is modelled on an initial stage of 25,000 tpa of lithium carbonate. LAC and SQM are pursuing a 50,000 tpa development plan and 

much of the production infrastructure is scaleable to a production capacity of 50,000 tpa of lithium carbonate.

All figures in US$ and on a 100% project equity basis unless otherwise noted.
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ STAGE 1 OPEX & CAPEX

Initial Capital Costs Operating Costs

$2,495/t of battery grade lithium 

carbonate produced

$425 million capital costs before VAT 

and working capital.

All figures in US$ and on a 100% project equity basis unless otherwise noted.
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LITHIUM COST CURVE

Source: Deutsche Bank

$2,495/t battery-grade lithium carbonate
Caucharí-Olaroz Stage 1 DFS

2020 Lithium Carbonate Equivalent (LCE) Production Costs

All figures in US$.
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Geophysics Program

• Seismic, gravity, TEM and VES.

• Structural and infill sediment delineation.

• Basin is approx. 600 m deep (to bedrock).

Drilling, Sampling and Lab Testing

• 24 RC Boreholes (1,487 brine samples).

• 29 Diamond Drill Boreholes (127 brine samples; lab analysis on 

cores).

• Max drilling depth is approx. 360 m.

• Wells terminate in brine.

• 55 surface brine samples.

• Avg. lithium concentration in brine is >700 mg/L.

Pumping Tests

• Long term pumping tests on 5 wells

CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ RESERVE DEFINITION
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• Numerical hydrogeologic model updated in 2017

• Improved accuracy and precision

• Very conservative (100 m max drawdown, 99.9% of brine from within 

property boundary) 

CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ RESERVE MODEL

Updated Reserve Model
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ RESERVE MODEL

Updated Reserve Model

Brine Volume (m3)

Average Li 

Concentration 

(mg/L) LCE (t)

Caucharí-Olaroz (100% basis)

Mineral Reserves – March 2017

Proven Reserves (Years 1-5)1,2,3,4 4.93 x 107 712 187,149

Probable Reserves (Years 6-40) 1,2,3,4 3.54 x 108 695 1,311,982

Mineral Resources – July 2012

Measured Resources2,3,4,5,6 9.14 x 108 630 3,039,000

Indicated Resources2,3,4,5,6 2.89 x 109 570 8,713,000

1. Ratios of lithium to other metals include: K:Li of 8.2, Mg:Li of 2.4, B:Li of 1.6, SO4:Li of 28.5.

2. LCE is calculated based the following conversion factor: Mass of LCE = 5.323 x Mass of lithium metal

3. The conversion is direct and does not account for estimated processing losses. 

4. The values in the columns on Lithium Metal and Lithium Carbonate Equivalent above are expressed as total contained metals.

5. Mineral Resources have a cut-off grade of 354 mg/L of lithium.

6. Mineral Resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. There is no certainty that all of any part of the mineral resource will be 

converted to mineral reserves.
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ EXPLORATION

Drilling program underway (deeper and stepping out):

• Olaroz Salar (north) - 10 new holes (7 wells)

• Caucharí (deep) - 4 new holes (2 wells)

Caucharí Salar Hydrostratigraphic Model
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

H1 2017

Commence Stage 1 construction,  
site preparation & camp construction

2018

Plant, gas pipeline, and electricity 
transmission line construction

H2 2017

Pond construction 
commences

2019

Commissioning and first 
production

2018 20192017
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ PROGRESS
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ PROGRESS
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ PROGRESS
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CAUCHARÍ-OLAROZ PROGRESS
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LITHIUM NEVADA INTRODUCTION

DR. DAVID DEAK, CTO AND PRESIDENT OF 

LITHIUM NEVADA
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LITHIUM NEVADA PROJECT

Advancing process flowsheet to produce lithium 

hydroxide from clay, at scale

• 100% owned by Lithium Americas Corp.

• Massive resource, USA-based, with a proven, scalable, 

patented process. 

• Originally discovered by Chevron in 1970s during a uranium 

exploration campaign.

• Highly strategic for USA policy needs. 

• Modern infrastructure

• Located near the mining town of Winnemucca

• Adjacent to paved highway

• Access to Nevada labour market

• Wide-ranging energy sourcing options

• Highly skilled technical team, focus on innovating to lower cost 

& environmental footprint.
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PROJECT HISTORY: GEOLOGY

• Stratified mixture of clays. 

• Illite-, smectite-based geominerology. 

• Five-zone geology structure. 

• Li grade range 2000 – 6000 ppm.

• Overburden is feed for RheoMinerals Inc. 

• Current model focuses on Zone 1 area:

• ~200 drill holes.

• 18,500m total drill length.

• Peak grades found 45 – 65 m under surface.

• Model excludes Chevron data.
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PROJECT HISTORY: RESOURCE
Stage 1 Resource

• Represents <10% of deposit in 15,233 hectares claim area.
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PROJECT HISTORY: PROCESS

• Early bench-scale studies started in 1980s, USBM report.  

• 2008-2011 – Proof-of-concept.

• 2014-2016 – Piloting demo:

• IBUtec and K-Utec collaborations

• 275 tons of ore processed

• 500 kg/hr ore throughput rate 

• Proven, reliable, scalable

• High cost, not LiOH.H2O 

• 2016 – onward:

• Advance low-footprint, low-cost flowsheet

• Larger scale operations
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PROJECT HISTORY: ENVIRON. & 

HABITAT

Environmental permitting

• Surveys, claims, water

Sagebrush Focus Area

• Protection of sage-grouse

• Ongoing political development

Proposed development

• Habitat development program

• Participate in credit-debit system

• Support research efforts

• Lead industry group foundation
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CURRENT APPROACH: GEOLOGY

• Demonstrate a resource will support scale:

• 50 ktpa LCE

• >100 ktpa LCE

• Focus on Lens’ 1+ and 2 exploration

• 2017-2018: 

• 10-20 holes

• 2018-2019: 

• ~200 holes
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CURRENT APPROACH: ENGINEERING

Base case challenges

• Kiln process >1000 C

• Anhydrite + dolomite reagents

• Li2CO3, not LiOH.H2O directly

Develop and test alternative flowsheet concepts

• Produce LiOH.H2O directly

• Minimize mass and energy flow

• Start with high-fidelity models

• Test major step assumptions

• Target carbon-neutral operations
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CURRENT APPROACH: ENERGY

Drive toward carbon-neutral

• Keep energy cost <$0.05/kWh

Integrated systems approach

• Optimize for minimal footprint

• Minimize waste heat sinks

• Leverage gravity

Design for intermittency 

• Energy storage options

• Considering:

• Solar 

• Geothermal

• Hydropower 
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LITHIUM NEVADA DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

2017

Confirm resource scale 

>50,000 tpa LCE

2018-2019

Scale reserve estimates in Lens' 

1+2

2019-2020

Advance permitting 

process

2018 20192017 2020 +2021

Geology and Permitting

2021-2022

Finalize mine permitting

plan

2017

Select flowsheet and 

verify design 

assumptions

2018-2019

Reach DFS-level engineering + 

geology

2019-2020

Complete detailed 

engineering

Engineering and Energy

2021-2022

Construction and 

commissioning
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THE FUTURE IS CLEAR

Hong Kong

CONTACT INFORMATION

info@lithiumamericas.com

1100 – 355 Burrard Street

Vancouver, BC V6C 2G8

Canada


